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On Iraq border with 
Syria, Iran-backed 
militia eye US forces

From a desert hillside guarded by Iraqi Shiite
paramilitaries, commander Qasim Muslih can
spot Islamic State hideouts across the frontier in

Syria. But he also keeps a wary eye on US warplanes
soaring overhead. “The Americans are spying on us,”
he said, squinting skywards. “But we can hold the bor-
ders. We’ll fight whoever lays a finger on Iraq and its
holy shrines.” The fighters Muslih commands are part
of the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF), a grouping
of mostly Shiite militias backed by Iran, which the
United States regards as the biggest threat to security
in the Middle East.

The PMF has been deploying in growing numbers
at the border, fearing hundreds of Islamic State mili-
tants who fled Iraq are trying to cross back into Iraqi
territory. The deployment is strengthening the PMF’s
de facto control over large stretches of the frontier
while its leaders are calling for a formal, permanent
role securing the border. But with fewer Sunni mili-
tants to contend with on the Iraqi side a year after
Baghdad declared victory over IS, many Shiite para-
militaries now see the United States as a bigger threat.

The White House has indicated the US military
presence is as much about countering Iran’s influence
as fighting IS, which is also known as ISIS. Asked
about the suggestion of spying on the PMF, a coalition
spokesman said: “The Coalition is concerned with the
enduring defeat of ISIS.” As the battle against a mutu-
al foe rumbles on, Washington and Tehran are keeping
a close eye on each other in this part of the region,
raising the risk of new violence.

The PMF officially became part of Iraq’s security
forces this year after playing an important role fighting
IS. Factions including Iran-backed groups that fight
inside Syria have concentrated their recent build-up
around the town of Al-Qaim, which was recaptured
from IS in Nov 2017 and was the last IS bastion in Iraq
to fall last year. The PMF control movement in and out
of the town near the border with Syria. One com-
mander, Abu Seif Al-Tamimi, said the PMF now held a
240-km stretch of frontier in the area. 

“We’re ready to take over security,” Muslih said in
Al-Qaim. “We liberated these areas and didn’t need
help from the Americans.” Military commanders in
units not allied with Iran say US air power was crucial
to the defeat of IS in a three-year campaign involving
the military, Iraqi Kurdish fighters and the PMF. US
forces have kept their bases in place. On the road to
Al-Qaim, US armored vehicles passed PMF pickup
trucks with masked fighters behind machine guns.

‘Wild West situation’
South of the town there are signs of growing PMF

control and an increasingly crowded battlefield. The
watchtowers of Iraq’s border guard which nominally
polices the frontier disappear, and the paramilitaries
are the only force. Flags of Shi’ite factions fly at out-
posts a short drive from a one of the US bases.

In Syria, the US coalition supports Kurdish-led
forces who control areas east of the Euphrates and
have been fighting off a new IS offensive. In Iraq it
supports the Iraqi military. Fighting the militants on the
other side of the river is the Syrian army, backed by
Iran, Russia and the PMF, whose elite factions straddle
the frontier. A fighter at one outpost said a US war-
plane recently made a low pass over their position.
“They’re trying to scare us,” he said.

Tension rose in June when the PMF blamed the
United States for the deaths of 22 of its fighters in an air
strike near the border and threatened to retaliate. The
US coalition denied involvement in the strike. A US offi-
cial, speaking on condition of anonymity, said “outright”
aggression was not expected by Shiite militias before IS
was fully defeated. “The question is what are they going
to do once things are done,” the official said.

The build-up of forces already risks a clash even if
both sides wish to avoid it, said Philip Smyth, an ana-
lyst at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
“Nearly every major Iranian-backed Shiite militia has
forces deployed near Al-Qaim ... that is the glowing
hot dot on the map,” he said. “The danger is always
there (and) the Americans clearly don’t have the forces
to handle that. We only have a couple of thousand
guys in the area. If the militias want to turn on the
problems, they can. It’s a Wild West situation.”

Muslih said there were 20,000 fighters deployed
near the border under his command, from Al-Qaim to
areas to the southwest near Jordan, and more rein-
forcements were ready. The PMF is estimated to have
a total of about 150,000 fighters. Iran is seeking to
secure its growing sway over a corridor of territory
from Tehran to Beirut. Washington says it is prepared
to counter that with force. “We’re not going to leave
as long as Iranian troops are outside Iranian borders
and that includes Iranian proxies,” White House
national security adviser John Bolton said in
September.

The US coalition says it is focused on defeating
Islamic State militants who analysts estimate number
thousands along the frontier. “The Coalition has an
outstanding relationship with the Iraqi security forces
and all decisions are made with close coordination
with our partners,” coalition spokesman Colonel Sean
Ryan said. But those partners do not include the PMF,
and this complicates coordination and Washington’s
relations with Baghdad.  — Reuters

From media to sports and business, a wave of
#MeToo revelations has rocked India this year, but
the movement has left the country’s male-dominated

politics largely untouched - and that needs to change,
activists say. Men rule the roost in the world’s largest
democracy, where analysts and activists say harassment
and exploitation of women are rife, including demands for
sexual favors and character assassination. While the cam-
paign has hit a few politicians - with a state legislator from
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s party sacked in
November - most remain unscathed.

Fear has kept female politicians from launching a public
discussion about the issue, said Kavita Krishnan, an
activist with the All India Progressive Women’s
Association. “It is still immensely costly for women to
speak out,” she said. “It is dangerous because if they do, a
whole pack will descend on them, gang up on them and
bully them into silence.”

The biggest casualty of India’s #MeToo movement
has been the resignation of a federal junior minister, M J
Akbar, after several women accused him of sexual
harassment before he became a politician. However,
Krishnan said that case did not relate to politics per se,
as the allegations were related to his time as a newspaper
editor. The #MeToo campaign, which began in the US
entertainment industry, gained traction in India in
September when Bollywood actress Tanushree Dutta
accused a veteran actor of sexually harassing her on a
film set a decade earlier.

That triggered a cascade of sexual misconduct com-
plaints against high-profile journalists, authors, film per-
sonalities, comedians, lawyers and corporate executives.

Politicians have not figured much on the list, but activists
say sexual harassment is an unspoken reality in politics in
India, where it is met with apathy or hushed by intimida-
tion. Earlier this year, the member of parliament
Shatrughan Sinha told local media that “sexual favors are
demanded” in politics. “It’s an old and time-tested way of
getting ahead in life. ‘You please me, I’ll please you’,” he
was quoted in the Indian Express newspaper as saying.

Ranjana Kumari, director of the New Delhi-based
Centre for Social Research (CSR), said this was the “harsh
reality”, especially for women who do not come from
politically-powerful and influential families. “When you
look at the common middle-class women trying to enter
that space, then the rule of the game is that she will be
asked for sexual favors, she will be pushed, she will be
touched,” Kumari told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.
“The political culture is infested with exploitation and sex-
ual harassment of women.”

Women in politics
A 2014 study by UN Women and CSR found that 14

percent of 750 respondents - mostly female politicians -
had faced sexual violence in politics and 45 percent had
been physically abused, compared to 30 percent in
Pakistan and 21 in Nepal. The report ‘Violence Against
Women in Politics’ also showed that the most common and
widespread form of abuse was the expectation of sexual
favors. Campaigners say changing the culture of abuse will
require more women at top levels of government who can
champion policies and laws to fight abuse, discrimination
and inequality.

In order to bypass sexist attitudes that block female

politicians from top positions, they want the government
to pass the two-decade-old Women’s Reservation Bill,
which reserves one-third of the seats in national and state
assemblies for women. Women hold only 12 percent of
seats in both the lower and upper houses of parliament in
India, compared to the global average of 23 percent,
according to the Inter-Parliamentary Union, an independ-
ent organization promoting democracy.

Kumari urged Modi, whose government has a majority
in parliament, to pass the bill in the winter parliament ses-
sion that began on Tuesday. Major parties, including the
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party and main opposition
Congress, have long championed the passage of the bill,
yet it has faced vehement resistance from male lawmakers.
“Women need to be better represented at every level of
governance so that they can prioritize the issue of sexual
assault,” said Nisha Mukherjee Bellinger, a political sci-
ence professor at Boise State University in Idaho.

However, having more female politicians might not
decrease sexual harassment and could unfairly place the
onus of women’s safety solely on women, activists say.
“Just because they are women does not mean that they
are going to be anti-patriarchal,” Krishnan said, adding
that #MeToo would not happen “anytime soon in Indian
politics”. Nishtha Satyam, deputy representative of UN
Women in India, said she was confident that the move-
ment would ultimately affect politics - but that would be
unlikely to happen soon. India holds general elections
next year. “Needless to say it is a very politically sensitive
time and it will take extra courage, strength and an
enabling environment for women to speak out at this par-
ticular time,” she said. — Reuters 

Where is #MeToo in India’s politics?

Raising cattle 
risky business 
in Venezuela 

Rotting hides on the road are all that
is left of three butchered cows. Such
carnage is common in Venezuela’s

cattle country, where thieves, squatters and
government policy threaten a vital food
resource. Venezuela’s severe economic cri-
sis is felt keenly in cities - where food
sources are limited - but it’s also cutting a
swathe through what should be the coun-
try’s food basket. Seeing the hides on the
road - the handiwork of cattle poachers -
Jose Labrador stops his truck and
explodes with rage. “It’s as if they were
telling us: ‘We are killing your cattle, so
what?’” the 46-year old rancher says, fum-
ing that complaining is useless - police and
local authorities will do nothing.

Labrador and other farmers in the cat-
tle-rearing region of San Silvestre, in the
western state of Barinas, say they are in a
state of siege - from squatters, gunmen
and government price controls that make
their farms unprofitable. “I can’t sleep on
the farm anymore because I’m scared,”
said Jose Antonio Espinoza, owner of a
600-head herd in San Silvestre. “They
have come around here and tied people up,
and then stolen everything - chainsaws,
water pumps, cattle.”

He said as many as 74 bulls have been
stolen over the past year from his family
farm. Cowboys on horseback herd his tra-
ditional Venezuelan Brahman and Carora
breeds, as well as buffaloes, to and from
their fertile grazing land.  But they are
powerless when the rustlers strike. The
wheeling of vultures overhead is a warning
that the poachers have struck once again.
When they arrive, only bones and skin
remain, the meat cut up and taken away to
feed a hungry black market.

Farm policy failures 
In a 2016 survey, three-quarters of

Venezuelans reported they had lost weight
since the economic crisis began, by an
average of 8.5 kg. Chronic shortages of
protein in the cities should provide an
opportunity for the country’s farmers, but
farms are producing less and less. Meat
produced in Venezuela now barely
accounts for 40 percent of domestic con-
sumption, less than half the 97 percent of
two decades ago, according to the
National Federation of Cattle Ranchers. Per
capita meat consumption went from 20
kilos per year in 1999 to only seven kilos at
present, the federation says. Even then,
farmers can’t fulfill demand.

“We are going backwards... even
though those of us who remain on the land
work tooth and nail,” federation president
Armando Chacin told AFP. Chacin warned
that government policies, far from easing
the problem, have served only to strangle
growth. Venezuela, a country of more than
30 million people, raises less than 10 mil-
lion head of cattle, the federation says; in
1999, when the population was 20 million,
there were 14 million cattle. Dwindling
resources makes meat more expensive in
the capital Caracas, 560 km away, where it
costs the equivalent of the minimum
monthly wage to buy two kilos of meat.

Since the arrival in power in 1999 of
Hugo Chavez, the socialist government has
expropriated five million hectares of agri-
cultural land, the cattle ranchers federation
says. At the same time, high oil prices
meant Venezuela imported more of its
food, to the detriment of its own agricul-
ture industry. Now, Chavez’s hand-picked
successor Nicolas Maduro sets prices for
basic foodstuffs, often below production
costs, leading many farmers to bankruptcy.
Price controls mean farmers get little for
the meat they produce. 

After years of fattening, a big animal
brings in about $250. But with Venezuela’s
staggering inflation set to top one million
percent this year - according to the
International Monetary Fund - it barely cov-
ers the cost of a truck tire. Land invasions are
another problem. Emboldened by govern-
ment policy, armed squatters invaded a large
maize farm in San Silvestre and ransacked it
in the space of three days. — AFP

Togo’s barter 
market: Keeping 
tradition alive, 
poverty at bay 

Alohou Papa stands in the middle
of the bustling market in Togoville
and blows hard on a bright red

whistle to catch everyone’s attention.
“It’s 9 o’clock. The village chief is send-
ing me to announce that bartering can
now start,” he cries. “No arguing and no
provocation,” he tells traders and buyers.
Every Saturday on the northern shore of
Lake Togo, some 65 km east of the capi-
tal, Lome, Togoville runs a lively tradi-
tional barter market. No money changes
hands at the small public square, where
traders, fisherfolk and farmers from sur-
rounding villages flock to trade their
produce.

At “Togossime” - “Togo market” in
the local Ewe language - all sorts of
goods are swapped but grains, chickens,
fish and other seafood are the most pop-
ular. “Togoville is a traditional village,”
explains Simon Tovor, special advisor to
local chief King Mlapa VI, who is head
of the district and whose palace looks
down on the dusty streets. “In days gone
by, our parents lived off the land and sea.
They swapped produce and everyone
got along well,” he told AFP. “We
thought it best to keep this practice so
we didn’t lose this record of our grand-
parents and to show to our children how
our parents lived.”

Stuck in time  
In many respects, Togoville - Togo’s

former capital which gave its name to
the country - seems stuck in time, living
according to the rhythm of the lake and
the fishing season. It was here in 1884
that king Mlapa III of Togoville signed a

treaty to become a German protec-
torate, well before Togo became a
French colony. Even today, it’s easier to
get to Togoville by wooden canoe across
the lake than by using the potholed road
from Lome that skirts the water’s edge.

The village, which is home to some
10,000 people, is well known as a centre
for voodoo, attracting devotees to study
and practice the religion.  Wooden stat-
ues and shrines are everywhere. The
Virgin Mary is also said to have been
seen walking on the lake in the 1970s,
spurring pope John Paul II to visit in
1985. At the market, most business is
conducted in the open in the oppressive
heat. A few dilapidated wooden struc-
tures with rusting corrugated roofs are
used as shade.

Others spread out their wares on the
parched brown earth. Women in colorful
wrappers pick their way expertly
through the crowds, balancing large
bowls of produce on their heads. Atsupi
Fiodjio has been coming to the market
from a nearby village for more than 25
years and sits on a brick selling smoked
fish. “I come every Saturday with two or
three big baskets of smoked fish and I
go home at the end of the day with at
least three sacks of maize, beans and
black-eyed peas,” she said. “I resell them
in our market where grains sell really
quickly because our people mainly fish.
We don’t grow anything,” she added, as
a dozen customers looked on.

Sitting on the ground in front of her
nearby stall, Jeannette Tenge lets every-
one in earshot know about the quality of
her fish. “I only accept grains, especially
corn and rice, and of course flour and
cassava. Doing this gets me my stocks
for the house for the whole week for my
family,” she added. “On other days I sell
bread in the village school,” she added,
complaining about the lack of shade
from the harsh sun.

Togoville’s barter market is one of
only a few surviving in the country but it
isn’t just about respecting traditions. It
also endures out of necessity. — AFP


